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Introduction 
Capitalism and communism are radically different ideologies, diametrically opposite 

in essentially every conceivable way. As this clash formed the basis of the Cold War rivalry 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

 
Capitalism 

Capitalism is an economic system characterized by private or corporate ownership of 
capital goods, by investments that are determined by private decision, and by prices, 
production, and the distribution of goods that are determined mainly by competition in a free 
market. Capitalism is heavily influence in today’s world economy and most of the countries 
of the world are capitalist societies. U.S.A and major European powers are the main promoter 
of capitalist societies in the world.    
 
Communism 

Communism is an economic and social system in which all property and resources are 
collectively owned by a classless society and not by individual citizens. Based on the 1848 
publication 'Communist Manifesto' by two German political philosophers, Karl Marx (1818-
1883) and his close associate Friedrich Engels (1820-1895). It envisaged common ownership 
of all land and capital and withering away of the coercive power of the state. In such a 
society, social relations were to be regulated on the fairest of all principles: from each 
according to his ability, to each according to his needs. Differences between manual and 
intellectual labor and between rural and urban life were to disappear, opening up the way for 
unlimited development of human potential. 

There has never been a truly communist state although the Soviet Union of the past 
and China, Cuba, and North Korea of today stake their claims. 

 
Conflict between Capitalism and Communism 

The major conflict between the capitalism and communism is with regard to resources 
and means of production. In capitalism, the resources and the means of production lies with 
the private owner while in the communism, they are owned by community or society. 

 
 Implications of Conflict between Capitalism and Communism 

In the post second world war era we saw the great powers of the world were involved 
in a new conflict that was conflict between communism and capitalism. That conflict has 
very influential implications on world politics not only past we can also see the implications 
of this conflict in today’s world. The first and major implication of this conflict had the world 
order divided between USA and USSR (Soviet Union) and world shifted towards bloc 
politics one was capitalist bloc called as western bloc in which USA and their allies states 
they also make a military alliance like NATO, ANZUS and SEATO. On the other side 
communist or socialist bloc called as eastern bloc in which USSR and their allies states they 
also a military alliance named Warsaw Pact and start proxy wars and many other conflicts 
around the world against each other like Berlin blockade, Korean war, Vietnam war, Cuban 
missile crisis and the most important Afghan war 1979 to 1989 these such conflicts were 
known as Cold War. The Cold War was an ideological conflict between the United States and 
the Soviet Union, or in other words capitalism against communism. 
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Another major implication of conflict between Capitalism and communism was 
collapse of USSR (Soviet Union). After the defeat of Soviet forces  in Afghanistan 1989 Cold 
War was ended and this long period of continuing war were effected on Soviet economy and 
internal politics. In December 26 1991 USSR (Soviet Union) was dissolved and several 
territories were separated from Soviet Union. It was a victory of Capitalism against 
communism. After the end of cold war we can see the fall of communism and complete rise 
of capitalism in most of the part of the world.  

 
Another implication of conflict between Capitalism and Communism was the 

changing of balance of power in the world politics. In the time of Second World War one can 
see multipolar distribution of power among the many imperial and colonial powers like 
France, Great Britain, Germany, Russia, Japan and others. But after the second World War 
end of imperialism and colonialism the balance of power was shifted from multipolar towards 
bipolar and USA or USSR two major powers in the world of that time were rivalry on the 
basis of two different ideologies that was Capitalism and Communism. But after the end of 
Cold War and dissolution of Soviet Union the balance of power again shifted from bipolar to 
unipolar and USA has becoming the only major power in world politics this was also a 
implication of Conflict between Capitalism and communism. 

 
Implications of conflict between Capitalism and Communism were not limited in 

USA or Soviet Union almost whole part of the world was effected from this conflict in 
different manners some states were  effected  politically some were economically and some 
were effected both manner like Afghanistan. One of the major reasons of uncertainty in 
Afghanistan was the implications of conflict between Capitalism and Communism. Pakistan 
also affected of that conflict the terrorism and sectarian violence in Pakistan was because of 
Cold War in Afghanistan.  

 
After the end of Cold War and collapse of Soviet Union or Communism the shape of 

world economy were completely capitalist we can see the emergence of the idea of world 
market or global economy and the international market and states markets were regulated by 
private owners and cooperate sector and the term of slavery was replaced by labor class and 
another effect after the rise of Capitalism is the changing the concept of power in world 
politics was shifted towards “Economic imperialism”. And countries are categorized in three 
categories developed countries, developing countries and under developing countries. 
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